System neuroscience of motor cognition regarding the space beyond immediate reach mandates free, 19 yet experimentally controlled movements. We present an experimental environment (Reach Cage) 20
Introduction
Cognitive sensorimotor neuroscience investigates how the brain processes sensory information, 34 develops an action plan and ultimately performs a corresponding action. Experimental setups with 35 non-human primates typically make use of physical restraint, such as a primate chair, to control for 36 spatial parameters like head position, gaze direction, and body and arm posture. This approach led to 37 numerous important insights into neural correlates of visually guided hand and arm movements. 38 Especially the frontoparietal reach network, including posterior parietal cortex, premotor cortex and 39 motor cortex, was studied in terms of force encoding (Cheney and Fetz 1980) , direction encoding 40 (Georgopoulos et al. 1986 ), spatial reference frames of reach goal encoding (Batista et al. 1999 Suriya-Arunroj and . Because of the physical restraint, the scope of previous studies was 47 mostly limited to hand or arm movements, and those were restricted to the immediately reachable 48 space. Well-controlled planning and execution of spatially and temporally structured goal-directed 49 movements in larger workspaces, including reach goals beyond immediate reach, could not be 50 investigated in monkeys. 51
Neuropsychological and neurophysiological evidence suggest that frontoparietal areas encode the 52 space near the body differently than the space far from the body (see Farnè et al. 2016 for review). 53
Visuospatial neglect can be restricted to the near or far space as shown by patients with large-scale 54 lesions comprising also parietal cortex (Halligan and Marshall 1991; Vuilleumier et al. 1998 ) and 55 transcranial magnetic stimulation over the parietal cortex (Bjoertomt et al. 2002) . Bimodal neurons in 56 premotor cortex and the posterior parietal cortex of non-human primates respond to visual and 57 somatosensory stimulation with visual receptive fields being congruent with somatosensory receptive 58 fields and thereby covering the space near the body (Colby and Goldberg 1999; Graziano et al. 1997 ; 59 Rizzolatti et al. 1981 Rizzolatti et al. , 1997 ). In addition, mirror neurons in the ventral premotor cortex can respond 60 differently to an observed reach if the reach goal is within its own reach or not. (Bonini et al. 2014 ; 61 Caggiano et al. 2009 ). These findings indicate that encoding of bimodal sensory information and 62 information about observed actions seems to be dependent on one's own body boundaries. 63 Moreover, those findings suggest that premotor and parietal cortex are affected by this distinction. 64
The frontoparietal network encodes motor goals within immediate reach, but it is unclear if this also 65 holds true for motor goals beyond immediate reach. Due to the physical restraint of conventional 66 setups, it has not been possible to investigate naturalistic goal-directed movements that require the 67 monkey to walk towards targets at variable positions and, thus, to investigate how monkeys plan to 68 acquire a reach goal beyond the immediately reachable space. 69
In conventional experiments, tethered connections prohibit recording from freely moving primates, 70
at least in the case of larger species such as macaques. Tethered recordings in freely moving smaller 71
primate species, such as squirrel monkeys (Ludvig et al. 2004) or marmosets (Courellis et al. 2019 ; 72 Nummela et al. 2017 ) have been demonstrated. One study showed tethered recordings also in 73 Japanese macaques, however in an environment with no obstacles and with low channel count 74 (Hazama and Tamura 2019) . Using wireless recording technology in combination with chronically 75 implanted arrays, recent studies achieved recordings of single unit activity in nonhuman primates 76 investigating vocalization ( Shahidi et al. 2019 ). An alternative to wireless transmission can be data logging for which the data is 82 stored separately from behavioral data on the headstage (Zanos et al. 2011 ). This led to investigations 83 of simple uninstructed behavior and sleep (Jackson et al. 2006 (Jackson et al. , 2007 Xu et al. 2019 ). However, none 84
of the experiments with neural recordings in unrestrained monkeys presented an experimental 85 environment that instructs temporally and spatially precise movement behavior (Supplementary file 86 1). To study goal-directed motor planning and spatial encoding of motor goals, we developed the 87
Reach Cage in which we can instruct precise movement start times and multiple distributed 88 movement goals independent from the food source. 89
Here, we present an experimental environment, the Reach Cage, which is equipped with a visuo-haptic 90 interaction system (MaCaQuE) and allows investigating movement planning and goal-directed 91 movements of unrestrained rhesus monkeys while recording and analyzing in real-time cortical single-92 unit activity. We trained monkeys to perform controlled memory-guided reach movements with 93 instructed delay to targets within and beyond the immediately reachable space. Using markerless 94 video-based motion capture, we measured 3-dimensional head, shoulder, elbow and wrist 95 trajectories. We used wireless recording technology to extract single unit activity in real-time from 96 three cortical areas (parietal reach region PRR, dorsal premotor cortex PMd, and primary motor cortex 97 M1) at a bandwidth suitable for BMI applications. We show that the Reach Cage is suitable for 98 sensorimotor neuroscience with physically unrestrained rhesus monkeys providing a richer set of 99 motor tasks, including walk-and-reach movements. With the Reach Cage we were able to study motor 100 goal encoding beyond the immediate reach and during ongoing walking movements. We show that 101 PRR and PMd but not M1 contain target location information of far-located walk-and-reach targets 102 already during the planning period before and during the walk-and-reach movement. 103 104 Results 105 We developed the Reach Cage to expand studies of visual guided reaching movements to larger 106 workspaces and study movements of rhesus monkeys performing structured whole-body movement 107 tasks while being physically unrestrained. We report on quantitative assessment of the animals' 108 behavior in the Reach Cage, and neuroscientific analysis of walk-and-reach goal encoding. The timing 109 of the monkeys' reaching behavior can be precisely controlled and measured with the touch and 110 release times of our touch-sensitive cage-mounted targets (1 st section). Additionally, multi-joint 3-111 dimensional reach kinematics can be measured directly with the video-based motion capture system 112
(2 nd section). We will show that high channel count wireless neural recording is possible in the Reach 113
Cage and report on single-unit activity during such structured task performance (3 rd section). Finally, 114
we demonstrate the suitability of the Reach Cage for studying motor goal encoding beyond the 115 immediate reach and show that premotor and parietal cortical activity contain information about far-116 located walk-and-reach targets position during movement planning (4 th section). 117 118
Real-time control of instructed behavior in physical unrestrained rhesus monkeys in the Reach Cage 119
The core element of our newly developed Reach Cage (Figure 1 ) is the Macaque Cage Query Extension 120 (MaCaQuE). Using this interaction device, we were able to train two fully unrestrained rhesus monkeys 121
to conduct spatially and temporally well-structured memory-guided reaches, a behavioral task 122 common to sensorimotor neuroscience in primates. Here we report the technical details of MaCaQuE 123 and its use with physically unrestrained rhesus monkeys, however, we also used MaCaQuE 124 successfully in a study with human participants (Berger et al. 2019 ). 125 
135
Both animals learned within a single first session that touching a target presented on a MaCaQuE Cue 136
and Target box (MCT, Figure 1B ) leads to a liquid reward. Due to the computer-controlled precise 137 timing and dosage of reward ( Figure 1C ), we could employ MaCaQuE for positive reinforcement 138 training (PRT) to teach both animals a memory-guided target acquisition task with instructed delay 139 (see Materials and Methods). Unlike chair-based setups, MaCaQuE allows for target placement 140 beyond the immediate reach of the monkeys ( Figure 1D ). Monkey K performed the final version of the 141 walk-and-reach task (Figure 2A 
159
While the animals were not physically restricted to a specific posture, the strict timing of the task 160 encouraged them to optimize their behavior. Since the MaCaQuE system makes information about 161
MCT touches and releases available with minimal delay (< 20 ms), it is possible to enforce an exact 162 timing of the movements when solving a reaching task in the Reach Cage. Figure 2C shows the 163 distribution of button release times and movement times towards near and far targets for the task 164 (monkey K/L: 19/10 sessions, 3956/2194 correct trials). Since a whole-body translocation is required 165 to approach far targets, movement times were longer than for near targets in both monkeys and tasks 166 (t-test, p < 0.001 
Time-continuous 3-dimensional arm kinematics during walk-and-reach behavior 180
Since we do not impose physical restraint, the monkeys have more freedom to move than in 181 conventional setups. This allows for testing new behavioral paradigms such as the walk-and-reach task 182
but also provides more freedom in how to solve the task. We used video-based motion capture to 183 analyze kinematics and their variability. 184
We measured the 3-dimensional posture of the reaching arm during the reach and walk-and-reach 185 behavior of 2/3 sessions with a total of 469/872 successful trials in monkey K/L. Specifically, we 186 tracked the monkeys' headcap, left shoulder, elbow and wrist. Figure 3A shows the side-view of the 187 body part positions for each trial and video frame between 100 ms before button release and 100 ms 188 after target acquisition for the reach (red) and walk-and-reach (blue) movements to the mid-left 189 target. Within each animal, reach kinematics were highly consistent from trial to trial and from session to 206 session. To quantify the variability in arm posture, we calculated for each target and marker separately 207
and at corresponding times the Euclidean distance between the single-trial trajectories and the across 208 sessions trial-averaged trajectory. Figure 3B shows the distributions of Euclidean distance averaged 209 over time for each trial, marker and monkey. The highest variability had the wrist during walk-and-210 reach movements with a median of 37/46 mm and 0.75-quartile of 50/67 mm for monkey K and L 211 respectively. Within a session these median deviations are 1-6 mm smaller. As a reference, the 212 transparent front plate of the targets has a diameter of 75 mm. The center-to-center distance between 213 neighboring targets is around 130 mm (near; shown as dashed line in the plot) and 210 mm (far). This 214
shows that even across sessions, the arm posture during the movements towards the same target at 215 a given time varied only by a few centimeter. 216
The movement patterns between monkey K (left) and monkey L (right) were different. Figure 3C shows 217 the trial averaged arm posture for each time point during the reach and walk-and-reach movements. 218
Monkey K was sitting during the memory period and then used its left forelimb for walking and 219 reaching. Monkey L was standing during the memory period and walked bipedally to the far targets. 220
Both animals used this strategy consistently in all trials. 221
The kinematic analyses demonstrate that the animals not only complied with the spatial and temporal 222 task requirements in terms of starting and endpoint acquisition but also adopted reliable repetitive 223 behavior in terms of overall reach kinematics despite the lack of physical restraint. The animals used 224 different behavioral strategies. However, the video-based motion capture allowed us to quantify the 225 arm and head kinematics. 226
227
Multi-channel single unit activity can be recorded in the Reach Cage using wireless technology 228
The Reach Cage provides an adequate setting for studying well-isolated single neuron activity from 229 multiple areas of the cerebral cortex of monkeys during movement planning and execution of goal-230 directed behavior in minimally constrained settings. We here provide simultaneous recordings from 231 three different sensorimotor areas, including non-surface areas inside sulci, during the goal-directed 232 memory-guided walk-and-reach task. 233
We chronically implanted a total of 192 electrodes in primary motor cortex (M1), dorsal premotor 234 cortex (PMd) and the parietal reach region (PRR) in the posterior parietal cortex of both monkeys using 235 six 32-channel floating microwire arrays (FMA) with various lengths (see Materials and Methods). We 236 recorded broadband (30 ksps per channel) neural data from all arrays simultaneously (i.e. up to 192 237 channels) while the monkeys performed the walk-and-reach task ( Figure 4 ). The animals moved 238 through the cage wearing the wireless electronics and protective cap without banging the implant to 239 the cage equipment and performed the behavioral task as without the wireless gear. 
249
We recorded in monkey K/L 2/10 sessions from all six arrays simultaneously using two 96-channel 250 wireless headstages. Our custom designed implants can house both headstages and protect them and 251 the array connectors against dirt and physical impact. The implants are designed to be used with 252 different commercially available wireless systems, with the 2x 96-channel digital systems presented 253 here or with a 31-or 127-channel analog wireless system, dependent on the need of the experiment. 254
Implant development and methodological details will be discussed below (Material and Methods). 255
The wireless signal transmission was stable during walking movements. To quantify the stability, we 256 calculated the rate of data loss due to lost connection to the wireless system. We checked for each 257 time point if either of the two headstages did not receive data. As conservative measure, we only 258 considered correctly performed trials, since in these trials it is guaranteed that the animal moved the 259 full stretch from start to goal. The best sessions showed loss rates of 3.18%/1.03% of all time bins for 260 monkey K/L, and the worst sessions of 6.59%/6.34%, respectively. On average across sessions and 261 monkeys, the loss rate was 3.32% trials with a loss rate of less than 5%. Note, walk-and-reach trials showed different loss rates than 268 reach trials (F(3, 2657) =279.96, p<0.001), however, this does not influence further results that focus 269 on movement direction of reach or walk-and-reach movements separately. 270
The wireless signal quality was stable during walking movements and allowed us to isolate single-and 271 multi-unit activity during the walk-and-reach task. Figure In summary, the Reach Cage proved to be suitable for addressing neuroscientific question based on 286 single and multi-unit recordings. Broadband wireless neural signals showed excellent spike isolation 287 and modulation of spike frequency correlated with behavioral events. 288
289
Premotor and parietal cortex encode movement goals beyond immediate reach 290
The Reach Cage allows us for the first time to test the spatial encoding of movement goals at larger 291 distances to the animal. We wanted to know whether the frontoparietal reach network encodes motor 292 goals only within the immediate reach or also beyond. For this, we computed separately in near and 293 far trials the performance for decoding goal direction (left vs. right) with a support vector machine 294 (SVM) decoder based on multi-unit firing rates. 295
We analyzed the session with the highest number of trials for each animal to avoid biasing our results 296 by reusing repeated measures of the same neurons on channels which showed stable signals across 297 multiple sessions. Figure 5A shows the movement paths of the wrist (top) and head (bottom) of the 298 animals for the reach (orange) and walk-and-reach (blue) behavior towards the different targets. 299 Figure 5B shows 20-fold cross validation of decoding accuracy in 300 ms time windows at 100 ms time 300 steps. To test if there is reach goal encoding during movement planning prior to onset of movement, 301
we analyzed the time window during the memory period starting 100 ms after target cue offset. To 302 test if there is reach goal encoding during reaching (near) and during ongoing walking-and-reaching 303
(far), we analyzed the 300 ms immediately before target acquisition. We compared decoding accuracy 304 of both time windows against a baseline time window ending 100 ms before cue onset. In PMd and 305 PRR decoding is significant for both memory and movement period for reach and walk-and-reach 306 movements ( Figure 5 -source data 1). In M1 decoding accuracy did not reach significance for walk-307
and-reach movements. 308 bins at 100 ms time steps. We decoded if a trial was towards one of the two left or one of the two right targets. Premotor 313 and parietal cortex but not motor cortex showed a significant decoding walk-and-reach targets even during the memory 314 period. Statistical testing was done on one bin in the memory period 100 -400 ms after the cue and movement period 315 300 -0 ms before target acquisition (dashed line). Test was a paired t-test against the first bin 400 -100 ms before cue. An 316 asterisk corresponds to a significant increase with Bonferroni correction.
318
From the horizontal fanning out of the unconstrained movement patterns ( Figure 5A ) it became 319 evident that both animals directed their walking movement towards the goal from early on in the 320 movement. To confirm that the motor goal information decodable from PMd and PRR correlates 321 with the reach goal location rather than initial walking movement direction, we introduced a 322 passage in the middle of the walk-and-reach path (a transparent divider between near and far 323 targets with a narrow opening cut out). While movement trajectories for the different motor goal 324 locations collapsed onto very similar initial walking directions due to the passage ( Taken together, the Reach Cage environment allows us to study sensorimotor neuroscience question 328
within an unrestrained spatial setting. Here, we show that we can decoded target location information 329 from neural activity in premotor and parietal cortex of far-located targets beyond the immediate 330 reach. 331 332 Discussion 333 We introduced the Reach Cage as novel experimental environment for sensorimotor neuroscience 334 with physically unrestrained rhesus monkeys. As core interactive element, we developed MaCaQuE, 335 a new experimental control system for sensorimotor tasks in cage environments. We trained two 336 monkeys to conduct spatially and temporally structured memory-guided reach tasks that required 337 them to reach to targets near or far from them with a walk-and-reach movement. With MaCaQuE, we 338 could measure button release and movement times in response to visual cues with the same if not 339
higher temporal precision as in touch screen experiments. Using markerless video-based motion 340 capture, we could track 3-dimensional head and multi-joint arm kinematics for reach and walk-and-341 reach movements and correlate them with the synchronously recorded neural data. Trajectories had 342 low spatial variability over trials showing that monkeys perform instructed movement consistently 343 even when no physical restraint is applied. Variations in movement pattern between task conditions 344 or monkeys could well be quantified in detail with this motion capture approach. In parallel, we 345 wirelessly recorded broadband neural signals of 192 channels from three brain areas (M1, PMd, and 346 PRR) simultaneously, an approach suitable for BMI applications. Isolated single-neuron activities were 347 clearly modulated by the task events and encoded information about the location of immediate reach 348 targets and also of remote walk-and-reach targets. Moreover, we could decode walk-and-reach target 349 location information from premotor and parietal cortex, but not motor cortex, during movement and 350 even during the memory period before the movement. This suggests that premotor and parietal 351 cortex encodes motor goals beyond immediate reach. With our Reach Cage approach, we provide an 352 experimental environment that allows testing fully unrestrained monkey on spatially and temporally 353 controlled behavior. With wireless intra-cortical recordings and markerless motion capture 354 experimental spatial configurations are possible that are not restricted to the vicinity of the animals 355 but allow studying complex full-body movement patterns. 356
Far-space motor goal encoding in the frontoparietal reach network 357
We showed that during the memory period of the walk-and-reach task we can decode target location 358 information of near-located reach and far-located walk-and-reach trials from PRR and PMd. Reducing 359 the initial walk-and-reach movement path to a minimum variability between the different target 360 directions by introducing a passage did not change decoding accuracy. This indicates that PRR and 361
PMd do not encode variation in the initial movement pattern but rather spatial information about the 362 reach goal beyond the immediate reach. 363
PMd (e.g. Crammond 
Neuroscience of goal-directed behavior in unrestrained non-human primates 392
As the example of far-space encoding above demonstrates, our understanding of motor cognition and 393 spatial cognition in the primate brain might underestimate the true complexity of cortical 394
representations since experimental needs previously prevented the study of more involved goal-395 directed full-body movements. While the limitations imposed by tethered recording techniques have 396 been overcome with wireless technologies or data-logging in several neurophysiological studies with 397 unrestrained non-human primates by now, the investigation of sensorimotor behavior so far mostly 398 focused on locomotion behavior, like treadmill or corridor walking, or immediate collection of food 399 items with the forelimb (see Supplementary file 1 for an overview). In none of these previous studies, 400
precisely timed and spatially well-structured goal-directed behavior, or even movement planning, was 401 investigated in unrestrained monkeys. If behavior was "instructed", it was always a direct movement 402 towards a food source. Our Reach Cage made it possible to have multiple movement targets dislocated 403 from the food source and placed at variable locations within the cage. Also it allowed to provide strict 404 temporal instructions to the animals when to start or until when to finish a movement. 405
With the Reach Cage we aimed for an experimental setting which allows us to study spatial cognitive 406 and full-body sensorimotor behavior with levels of experimental control and behavioral analysis 407 equivalent to conventional chair-seated experiments. We aimed for maximal freedom of the animal 408
to move and combined this with the conventional approach of a highly trained and structured task 409 that (1) allows us to control movement timing to introduce certain periods, such as movement 410 preparation;
(2) ensures that the animal focuses on the specific behavior due to the task demand and 411
(3) provides repetition for a statistical analysis. With this combination, we were able to train the 412 animals to conduct goal-directed memory-guided walk-and-reach movements upon instruction, a 413 behavior which cannot be studied in chair-based settings or on treadmills. 414
The animals' movement behavior was only constrained by the task and the overall cage volume. 415 Nonetheless, reach trajectories revealed fast straight movements with little trial-to-trial variability 416 even across sessions. Apparently, over the course of training, the animals had optimized their 417 movement behavior and adopted consistent starting postures and stereotyped movement sequences. 418 We were able to use the interaction device MaCaQuE to reveal narrow distributions of hand release 419 time of the start button as response to the go signal and the movement time from the start button to 420 the reach target. This spatiotemporal consistency of the behavior over many trials allows analytical 421 approaches to both the behavioral and the neural data equivalent to conventional settings. 422 First, we show encoding of reach goals during other ongoing movement behavior (locomotion). A 449 previous study showed that when monkeys perform an arm movement task in parallel to a BMI cursor 450 task based on decoding arm movement related neural activity, the BMI performance decreases 451 (Orsborn et al. 2014 ). Little was known before about the stability of forelimb decoding performance 452 when other body movements are performed in parallel such as walking. For partially movement-453 impaired patients, like arm amputees, existence of reach goal signals as demonstrated here, is a 454 prerequisite for restoring the lost function with a prosthesis while still conducting the healthy 455 movements, e.g. walking. Second, the Reach Cage in its current form with its discrete lights and targets 456 provides a useful environment for BMI studies that follow a different approach, namely to control 457 smart devices or a smart home with ambient assisted living environments reacting to discrete sets of 458 commands. While the user only needs to choose among a discrete set of programs, the smart device 459 or home would take care of the continuous control of the addressed actuators. The Reach Cage is a 460 useful tool to develop such a BMI that makes temporally precise and correct decisions which program 461 to activate. Importantly, the Reach Cage allows to test if and in which brain areas such decisions are 462 encoded invariant to body position in the room, important also for patients incapable of walking but 463 using assisting devices like a wheelchair to relocate (Rajangam et al. 2016) . 464
We show that our recording bandwidth and quality is sufficiently high for analyzing neural dynamics 465 based on spiking activity in multiple brain areas simultaneously without trial-averaging. Further, we 466
show that there is enough information in the population activity to be detected by a decoder on a 467 single trial basis. This is an important prerequisite for BMI applications, and also for the analysis of 468 free behavior, for which structured repetitive behavior is neither given nor wanted. it an important next step in systems neuroscience to demonstrate that the important and detailed 514 knowledge that has been gained from tightly controlled experimental settings generalizes well to 515 more naturalistic behaviors. Here, with the Reach Cage we present an experimental environment in 516 combination with high-channel count wireless recording from multiple brain areas and with multi-517 joint markerless motion capture. We demonstrated that we can use this setting to study instructed 518 behavior, for which it is easier to isolate different behavioral aspects of interest (movement planning, 519
walking and reaching). This allowed us to isolate movement planning related activity to reach targets 520 outside of the immediate reach. We could show that the frontoparietal reach network encodes such 521 far-located reach goals. 522 523 524
Materials and Methods

525
Animals 526
Two male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta K age: 6 years; and L age: 15 years) were trained in the 527
Reach Cage. Both animals were behaviorally trained with positive reinforcement learning to sit in a 528 primate chair. Monkey K did not participate in any research study before but was trained on a goal-529 directed reaching task on a touchscreen device in the home enclosure (Berger et al. 2017 ). Monkey L 530
was experienced with goal-directed reaching on a touch screen and with a haptic manipulandum in a 531 conventional chair-seated setting before entering the study (Morel et al. 2015) . Both monkeys were 532 chronically implanted with a transcutaneous titanium head post, the base of which consisted of four 533 legs custom-fit to the surface of the skull. The animals were trained to tolerate periods of head 534
fixation, during which we mounted equipment for multi-channel wireless recordings. We implanted 535 six 32-channel floating microelectrode arrays (Microprobes for Life Science, Gaithersburg, Maryland) 536 with custom electrode lengths in three areas in the right hemisphere of cerebral cortex. Custom 537 designed implants protected electrode connectors and recording equipment. The implant design and 538 implantation procedures are described below. 539
Both animals were housed in social groups with one (monkey L) or two (monkey K) male conspecifics 540 in facilities of the German Primate Center. The facilities provide cage sizes exceeding the requirements 541
by resolution) and intensity can be presented to serve as visual cues ( Figure 1B) . The LEDs surround the 557 proximity sensor which registers when the monkey touches the middle of the polycarbonate plate 558 with at least one finger. This way the MCT acts as a reach target. LEDs, sensor plus a custom printed 559 circuit board for the controlling electronics and connectors are mounted to a custom designed 3D-560
printed frame made out of PA2200 (Shapeways, New York City, New York California) on the interface unit drive the pumps. 579
The MCTs and reward systems are controlled by the Arduino-compatible microcontroller (Teensy 3.x,  580 PJRC, Sherwood, Oregon) placed on a custom printed circuit board inside the interface unit ( Figure  581 1C). To operate a high number of MCTs the microcontroller communicates with the proximity sensor 582
and LEDs using two serial data streams respectively. For the proximity sensor, we used shift registers 583 (CD4021BE, Texas Instruments) that transform the parallel output from the MCTs to a single serial 584
input to the microcontroller. The LEDs have an integrated control circuit to be connected in series. An 585 additional printed circuit board connected to the main board contained 16 of the RGB-LEDs that 586 receive the serial LED data stream from Microcontroller. We use this array of LEDs to convert the serial 587 stream into parallel input to the MCTs by branching each input signals to the differential line drivers 588 that transmit the signal to each MCT. To optimize the form factor of the interface unit we made a third 589 custom printed circuit board that contains all connectors. In our current experiments, we assembled 590 a circuit for connecting up to 16 MCTs but the MaCaQuE system would be easily expandable to a larger 591 number. To set the transistors to drive the pumps of the reward systems, the 3.3V logic signal from 592 the microcontroller is scaled up to 5V by a buffer (SN74HCT245N, Texas Instruments Inc., Dallas, 593
Texas). Since MaCaQuE incorporates parts operating on 3.3V (microcontroller), 5V (LED array) and 12V 594
(peristaltic pump and MCT), we used a standard PC-power supply (ENP-7025B, Jou Jye Computer 595
GmbH, Grevenbroich, Germany) as power source. Additionally, twelve digital general-purpose-input-596 output (GPIO) pins are available on the interface, which were used to 1) send and receive 597 synchronizing signals to other behavioral or neural recording hardware (strobe); 2) add a button to 598 manually control reward units, and 3) add a switch to select which reward unit is addressed by the 599 manual reward control. Further options like sending test signals or adding sensors or actuators are 600 possible. Custom printed circuit boards are designed with EAGLE version 6 (Autodesk Inc., San Rafael, 601
California). 602
We used Arduino-C to program the microcontroller firmware. MaCaQuE was accessed by a USB 603 connection from a computer using either Windows or Mac OS. A custom-written C++ software 604 package (MoRoCo) operated the behavioral task and interfaced with MaCaQuE via the 605 microcontroller. We developed hardware testing software using Processing and C++. MaCaQuE was 606 also used in another study involving human participants (Berger et al. 2019 ). Schematics and software 607 is available online (https://github.com/sensorimotorgroupdpz/MaCaQuE). 608
Reach Cage 609
The Reach Cage is a cage-based training and testing environment for sensorimotor experiments with 610 a physically unrestrained rhesus monkey ( Figure 1A) . We used MaCaQuE to provide ten visual cues and reach targets (MCTs) inside the cage ( Figure 1D ). 617
Two MCTs were positioned on the floor pointing upwards. Eight were placed 25 cm below the ceiling 618 in two rows of four each, pointing toward the middle position between the two MCTs on the floor. 619
The floor MCTs provided the starting position for the behavioral task (start buttons). The monkey 620 could comfortably rest its hands on the start buttons while sitting or standing in between. The row of 621
ceiling MCTs closer to the starting position was placed with a 10 cm horizontal distance and 60 cm 622 vertical distance to the starting position (near targets). We chose this configuration to provide a 623 comfortable position for a rhesus monkey to reach from the starting positions to the near targets 624 without the need to relocate its body. The second row of MCTs was positioned at 100 cm horizontal 625 distance from the starting positions (far targets) requiring the animal to make steps towards the 626 targets ( Figure 2B ). An eleventh MCT was placed outside the cage in front of the monkey (when being 627 in the starting position and facing the opposite wall) to provide an additional visual cue. For positive 628 reinforcement training, MaCaQuE's reward systems can provide fluid reward through protected 629 silicon and metal pipes into one of two small spoon-size stainless steel bowls mounted approx. 20 cm 630 above the floor in the middle of either of the two long sides of the Reach Cage. 631 632
Behavioral task 633
We trained both monkeys on a memory-guided walk-and-reach task with instructed delay (Figure 2A) . 634 When the MCT outside lit up, the monkeys were required to touch and hold both start buttons (hand 635 fixation). After 400 -800 ms, one randomly chosen reach target lit up for 400 ms indicating the future 636 reach goal (cue). The animals had to remember the target position and wait for 400 -2000 ms 637 (memory period) until the light of the MCT outside changed its color to red without changing the 638 luminance (go cue). The monkeys then had a 600 ms time window starting 200 ms after the go cue to 639 release the at least one hand from the start buttons. We introduced the 200 ms delay to discourage 640 the animals from anticipating the go cue and triggering a reach prematurely. After releasing the start 641 buttons, the animals needed to reach to the remembered target within 600 ms or walk-and-reach 642 within 1200 ms dependent on whether the target was near or far. Provided the animals kept touching 643 for 300 ms, the trial counted as correct indicated by a high pitch tone and reward. A lower tone 644 indicated an incorrect trial. Reward was delivered by juice filled into one of two randomly assigned 645 drinking bowls. We used unpredictable sides for reward delivery to prevent the animal from planning 646 the movement to the reward before the end of the trial. 647
In the beginning, we did not impose the choice of hand on the monkeys in this study but let them 648 freely pick their preferred hand. While monkey K reached to the targets with the right hand, monkey 649 L used the left hand. Both animals consistently used their preferred hand and never switched. For the 650 walk-and-reach task we trained monkey K to use its left hand using positive reinforcement training. 651
Once trained, the monkey used consistently its left hand. 652
In a control session ( Figure 5 -figure supplement 1) we added a passage in the middle of the walk-653
and-reach movements. The session was split into two blocks with (160/100 trials for monkey K/L) and 654 without (154/178 trials for monkey K/L) this passage. The passage had an opening of 31 cm 655 horizontally that constrained the animal's walk-and-reach movements to a narrower path. Reach 656 movements were unaffected. 657
All data presented in this manuscript was collected after animals were trained on the behavioral task. 658 659
Motion capture and analysis of behavior 660
The animals' behavior was analyzed in terms of accuracy (percent correct trials), timing (as registered 661 by the proximity sensors) and arm kinematics (video-based motion capture). 662
We analyzed start button release and movement times of both monkeys based on the MCT signals 663 when they performed the walk-and-reach task (monkey K: 19 sessions; monkey L: 10 sessions). Button 664 release time is the time between the go cue and the release of one of the start buttons. Movement 665 time is the time between the release of one of the start buttons and target acquisition. We analyzed 666 the timing separately for each monkey and separately for all near and all far targets. 667
Additionally, we tracked continuous head and arm kinematics in detail offline. We recorded four video 668 streams in parallel from different angles together with the MCT signals and the neural data. For these 669 synchronized multi-camera video recordings, we used a commercial video capture system (Cineplex 670
Behavioral Research System, Plexon Inc., Dallas, Texas) incorporating four Stingray F-033/C color 671 cameras (Allied Vision Technologies GmbH, Stadtroda, Germany). Videos were recorded with 60 fps 672 frame rate in VGA resolution. Video processing on camera and host PC takes less than 20 ms (camera 673
shutter opening time not included). The system uses a central trigger to synchronize all cameras. For 674 synchronization with all other data, the system sent a sync pulse every 90 frames to MaCaQuE. 675
To quantify the movement trajectories, we tracked the 3-dimensional position of the left wrist, elbow, 676
shoulder and headcap (part of the head implant, see below and Figure 6C , no 10) frame-by-frame 677 when the monkeys performed the walk-and-reach task correctly. To do so, we first tracked the 2-678 dimensional position in each video and then reconstructed the 3-dimensional position out of the 2-679 dimensional data. For 2-dimensional markerless body-part tracking we used DeepLabCut (DLC), based 680 on supervised deep neural networks to track visual features consistently in different frames of a video 681 (Mathis et al. 2018 ). We trained a single network based on a 101 layer ResNet for all four cameras and 682 both monkeys. Using DLC's own tools, we labeled in total 7507 frames from 12 sessions (4 monkey K 683 and 8 monkey L). All training frames were randomly extracted from times at which the monkeys 684 performed the walk-and-reach task correctly. We not only trained the model to track headcap, left 685 wrist, elbow and shoulder but also snout, left finger, right finger, wrist, elbow, shoulder, tail and four 686 additional points on the headcap. While those additional body parts were less often visible with this 687 specific camera setting and not of interest for our current study, the tracking of certain desired 688 features can be improved by training DLC models to additional other features (see Mathis et al. 2018 689 for details). We used cross-validation to estimate the accuracy of DLC in our situation, using 95% of 690 our labeled data as training data for the model and 5% as test data. The model provides a likelihood 691 estimate for each data point. We removed all results with a likelihood of less than 0.9. For the 692 remaining data points of all ten features, the root mean squared error was 2.57 pixels for the training 693 and 4.7 pixels for test data. With this model we estimated the position of the body parts in each video. 694
Then we reconstructed the 3-dimensional position using the toolbox pose3d (Sheshadri et al. 2020 ). 695
First, we capture images from a checkerboard with defined length on all four cameras at the same 696 time. Using the Computer Vision Toolbox from Matlab (Mathworks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts), we 697 estimated the camera calibration parameters for each camera and for each camera pair. Pose3d uses 698 those parameters to triangulate the 3-dimensional position from at least two camera angles. If feature 699 positions from more than two cameras are available, pose3d will provide the least-squares estimate. 700
By projecting the 3-dimensional position back into 2-dimensional camera coordinates we could 701 measure the reprojection error. We excluded extreme outlier with a reprojection error above 50 pixels 702 for at least one camera. 703
After the reconstruction of the 3-dimensional positions of the body parts, we performed an outlier 704 analysis. First, we applied a boundary box with the size of 132 cm x 74 cm x 75 cm (W x D x H) and 705 removed data points that lied outside the box. Second, we looked for outliers based on discontinuity 706 over time (aka speed). We calculated the Euclidean distance between each consecutive time points 707
for each body part trajectory and applied a threshold to detect outlier. We only reject the first and 708 every second outlier, since a single outlier will lead to two "jumps" in the data. Then we reiterate the 709 process until all data points are below threshold. We applied different threshold for each body part 710 and dependent on whether the frame was during a movement (between start button release and 711 target acquisition) or not. Specifically, we used 12 mm/frame and 80 mm/frame for the wrist and 712 15 mm/frame and 40 mm/frame for the other body parts with the higher threshold during the 713 movement. With a frame rate of 60 fps, 100 mm/frame corresponds to 6 m/s. After rejecting all outlier 714 (DeepLabCut low likelihood, reprojection error, boundary box and discontinuity) the percentage of 715 valid data points of all 7 analyzed sessions during correctly performed trials for Monkey K/L was: wrist 716 94.93%; elbow 92.51%; shoulder 94.98%; headcap 97.58%. We interpolated the missing data points 717 using phase preserving cubic interpolation. 718
We analyzed the movement trajectories of the four body parts during reach and walk-and-reach 719 movements. For the behavioral analysis (2/3 sessions, 469/872 successful trials monkey K/L) we 720 choose the time window between 100 ms before start button release and 100 ms after target 721 acquisition (Figure 3) . For the analysis with neural data (231/326 successful trials monkey K/L one 722 session each) we choose the time window between 300 ms before start button release and 300 ms 723 after target acquisition ( Figure 5 ). In both cases, we used linear interpolation for temporal alignment 724 of the data between trials and relative to the neural data in the latter case. For trial averaging, we 725 average over the data across trials on each aligned time point for each dimension. The 3-dimensional 726 data is presented from a side-view ( Figure 3 ) and top-view ( Figure 5 ) of the movement. The side-view 727 is defined by one of the four cameras directly facing the side of the Reach Cage. Arm posture plots are 728 straight lines connecting wrist with elbow, elbow with shoulder and shoulder with headcap. For the 729 variability analysis, we calculate the Euclidean distance at each time point and trial to the trial 730 averaged trajectory for each target and body part. We then averaged the distances over all time points 731
for each trial and present the median and 0.75-quartile for each body part and target distance pooled 732 over the target position. For the control session with a narrow passage ( Figure 5 -figure supplement  733 1, 314/278 successful trials monkey K/L one session each) we additionally analyzed the spread of the 734 wrist and head position of the walk-and-reach movements over trials at a 40 cm distance from the 735 animals' average wrist starting position. We report range, and s.d. over the axis orthogonal to the side-736 view, i.e. the target axis and use Kolmogorow-Smirnow test to test if the distributions with and without 737 narrow passage differ. 738
The behavioral analyses were performed using Matlab with the data visualization toolbox gramm 739 (Morel 2018 ). The 2-dimensional feature tracking with DeepLabCut was done in Python (Python 740
Software Foundation, Beaverton, Oregon). 741 742 743
Implant system design 744
Wireless neural recordings from the cerebral cortex of rhesus monkeys during minimally restrained 745 movements require protection of the electrode array connectors and the headstage electronics of the 746 wireless transmitters. We designed a protective multi-component implant system to be mounted on 747 the animal skull ( Figure 6 ). The implant system and implantation technique was designed to fulfill the 748 following criteria: 1) Electrode connectors need to be protected against dirt and moisture; 2) While 749 the animal is not in the experiment, the implants need to be small and robust enough for the animal 750
to live unsupervised with a social group in an enriched large housing environment; 3) During the 751 experiment, the wireless headstage needs to be protected against manipulation by the animal and 752 potential physical impacts from bumping the head; 4) The head-mounted construction should be as 753 lightweight as possible; 5) Placing of the electrode arrays and their connectors during the surgery 754 needs to be possible without the risk of damaging electrodes, cables, or the brain; 6) Implant 755 components in contact with organic tissue need to be biocompatible; 7) Temporary fixation of the 756 animal's head in a primate chair needs to be possible for having access to implants and for wound 757 margin cleaning; 8) Implants must not interfere with wireless signal transmission; 9) Optionally, the 758 implant may serve as trackable object for motion capture. 
770
We designed the implant system for two main configurations: first, a home configuration containing 771 only permanently implanted components and being as small as possible when the animal is not in a 772
recording session but in its group housing ( Figure 6D, top Utah). Headstage placement is illustrated in Figure 6D . The implant system consists of four custom-777 designed components: a skull-mounted outer encapsulation (chamber; Figure 6A /C, no 1), a mounting 778 base for holding a custom-designed printed circuit board (adaptor board holder, no 2), a mounting 779 grid to hold the connectors of the electrode arrays (connector holder, no 3), and a set of different-780 sized caps to contain (or not) the different wireless headstages (no 5-10 We designed the implants custom-fit to the skull by using CT and MRI scans. Using 3D Slicer (Brigham  784 and Women's Hospital Inc., Boston, Massachusetts), we generated a skull model out of the CT scan 785 ( Figure 6A ) and a brain model out of the MRI scan (T1-weighted; data not shown). In the MRI data we 786 identified the target areas for array implantation based on anatomical landmarks (intraparietal, 787 central, and arcuate sulci; pre-central dimple), and defined Horsley-Clarke stereotactic coordinates for 788 the craniotomy necessary for array implantation ( Figure 6B ). We used stereotactic coordinates 789 extracted from the MRI scan to mark the planned craniotomy on the skull model from the CT scan. 790 We then extracted the mesh information of the models and used Inventor (Autodesk Inc., San Rafael, 791
California) and CATIA (Dassault Systèmes, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France) to design virtual 3-dimensional 792 models of the implant components which are specific to the skull geometry and planned craniotomy. 793
Both monkeys already had a titanium headpost implanted of which the geometry, including subdural 794 legs, was visible in the CT (Figure 6A, no 4) , and, therefore, could be incorporated in our implant 795 design. 796
We built the chamber to surround the planned craniotomy and array connectors ( Figure 6A/C, no 1) . 797
The chamber was milled out of polyether ether ketone (TECAPEEK, Ensinger GmbH, Nufringen, 798
Germany) to be lightweight (monkey K/L: 10/14 grams; 65/60.3 mm max. length, 50/49.5 mm max. 799 width, 24.9/31.2 mm max. height; wall thickness: 2/2 mm) and biocompatible. For maximal stability 800 despite low diameter, stainless-steel M2 threads (Helicoil, Böllhoff, Bielefeld, Germany) were inserted 801 in the wall for screwing different protective headcaps onto the chamber. The built-in eyelets at the 802 outside bottom of the chamber wall allow mounting of the chamber to the skull using titanium bone 803 screws (2.7 mm corticalis screws, 6-10 mm length depending on bone thickness, DePuy Synthes, 804
Raynham, Massachusetts). Fluting of the lower half of the inner chamber walls let dental cement 805 adhere to the chamber wall. 806
The subdural 32-channel floating microelectrode arrays (FMA, Microprobes for Life Science) are 807 connected by a stranded gold wire to an extra-corporal 36-pin nano-strip connector (Omnetics 808
Connector Corporation, Minneapolis, Minnesota). We constructed an array connector holder to hold 809 up to six of the Omnetics connectors inside the chamber ( Figure 6A/C, no 3) . The connector holder 810 was 3D-printed in a very lightweight but durable and RF-invisible material (PA2200 material, 811
Shapeways). The holding grid of the array connector holder is designed such that it keeps the six 812 connectors aligned in parallel with 2mm space between. The spacing allows to either: 1) connect six 813 32-channel Cereplex (Blackrock Microsystems LLC) headstages for tethered recording simultaneously 814 on all connectors, 2) directly plug a 31-channel wireless system onto one of the array connectors, or 815
3) flexibly connect four out of six arrays with adaptor cables to an adaptor board, linking the arrays to 816 a 127-channel wireless system. The total size of the array connector is 27 mm x 16.2 mm incorporating 817
all six connectors. The bottom of the array connector holder fits the skull geometry with a cut-out to 818 be placed above an anchor screw in the skull for fixation with bone cement (PALACOS, Heraeus 819
Medical GmbH, Hanau, Germany). This is needed since the array connector is placed on the skull next 820 to the craniotomy during insertion of the electrode arrays, i.e. before implantation of the surrounding 821 chamber (see below). The medial side of the holding grid, pointing to the craniotomy, is open so that 822
we can slide in the array connectors from the side during the surgery. On the lateral side small holes 823 are used to inject dental cement with a syringe to embed and glue the connectors to the grid. 824
The 31-channel wireless headstage can be directly plugged into a single Omnetics nano-strip array 825
connector. The 127-channel wireless headstage instead has Millmax strip connectors (MILL-MAX MFG. 826 CORP., Oyster Bay, New York) as input. A small adapter board (electrical interface board, Triangle 827
BioSystems International) builds the interface to receive up to four Omnetics nano-strip connectors 828 from the implanted arrays via adaptor cables (Omnetics Connector Corporation). We constructed a 829 small holder with two M3 Helicoils for permanent implantation to later screw-mount the adaptor 830 board when needed during recording ( Figure 6A /C, no 2). Fluting on the sides of the adaptor board 831 holder helps embedding of the holder into dental cement. Like the array connector holder, the adaptor 832 board holder was 3D-printed in PA2200. The 96-channel Exilis headstages have three Omnetics nano-833 strip connectors which would fit into the array connectors, however, a precise alignment very difficult 834 due to the small size of the connector. Instead we relied on adapter cables, like with the 127-channel 835 headstage, to connect headstage and array connectors. The two headstages fit perfectly in the 836 protective headcap ( Figure 6D , no 10) which also prevents movements of the headstages itself. 837
Depending on the experiment and space needed, we used three different protective headcaps. While 838 the animal was not in an experiment, a flat 4 mm machine-milled transparent polycarbonate headcap 839 with rubber sealing protected the connectors against moisture, dirt and manipulations ( Figure 6D , no 840 5). During experiments, we used two specifically designed protective headcaps for the two different 841 wireless headstages. Both were 3D-printed in PA2200 in violet color to aid motion capture. Since the 842 31-channel wireless headstage is connected to the array connectors directly, it extends over the 843 chamber walls when connected to one of the outermost connectors ( Figure 6D , no 6). We designed 844 the respective protective headcap to cover this overlap ( Figure 6D, no 10) . The 127-channel wireless 845 headstage ( Figure 6D , no 7) with its adapter board is higher and overlaps the chamber on the side 846 opposite to the connectors. We designed the respective headcap accordingly ( Figure 6D, no 9) . The 847 two 96-channel Exilis Headstages were used with the smaller headcap (no 10). For Monkey L, we 3D-848 printed a version with slightly larger inner dimensions in green PLA using fused deposit modeling. 849
Since the 3D-printed headcaps were only used during recording sessions, i.e. for less than 2h, without 850 contact to other animals, and under human observation, we did not add extra sealing against 851 moisture. However, by adding a rubber sealing, the internal electronics would be safe even for longer 852 periods of time in a larger and enriched social-housing environment without human supervision. 853 854 Surgical Procedure 855
The intracortical electrode arrays and the permanent components of the chamber system were 856
implanted in a single sterile surgery under deep gas anesthesia and analgesia via an IV catheter. 857
Additionally, the animals were prophylactically treated with Phenytoin (5-10 mg/kg) for seizure 858 prevention, starting from one week before surgery and continuing until two weeks post-surgery 859 (fading-in over 1 week), and with systemic antibiotics (monkey K: Cobactan 0.032 ml/kg and Synolux 860 0.05 ml/kg one day pre-surgery and two days post-surgery; monkey L: Duphamox, 0.13 ml/kg, one day 861
pre-surgery to one day post-surgery of the three target areas: parietal reach region (PRR), dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) and arm-area of 871 primary motor cortex (M1). MRI scans were used to define desired array positions and craniotomy 872
coordinates. Since we did not know the location of blood vessels beforehand, the final placing of the 873 arrays was done based on the visible anatomical landmarks. PRR arrays were positioned along the 874 medial wall of the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) starting about 7 mm millimeters away from the parieto-875 occipital sulcus ( Figure 6B) , with electrode lengths of 1.5 -7.1 mm. M1 arrays were positioned along 876 the frontal wall of the central sulcus, at a laterality between precentral dimple and arcuate spur, with 877 electrode lengths of 1.5 -7.1 mm. The longer electrodes of PRR and M1 arrays were located on the 878 side facing the sulcus. PMd arrays were positioned, between arcuate spur, precentral dimple and the 879 M1 arrays as close to the arcuate spur, with electrode lengths of 1.9 -4.5 mm. 880
Except for the steps related to our novel chamber system, the procedures for FMA implantation were 881 equivalent to what was described in (Schaffelhofer et al. 2015) . The animal was placed in a stereotaxic 882 instrument to stabilize the head and provide a Horsley-Clarke coordinate system. We removed skin 883 and muscles from the top of the skull as much as needed based on our pre-surgical craniotomy 884
planning. Before the craniotomy, we fixed the array connector holder to the skull with a bone screw 885 serving as anchor and embedded in dental cement on the hemisphere opposite to the craniotomy. 886
After removing the bone with a craniotome (DePuy Synthes) and opening the dura in a U-shaped flap 887
for later re-suturing, we oriented and lowered the microelectrode arrays one-by-one using a manual 888 micro-drive (Narishige International Limited, London, UK), which was mounted to the stereotaxic 889 instrument on a ball-and-socket joint. Before insertion, the array connector was put into our array 890 connector holder and fixed with a small amount of dental cement. During insertion, the array itself 891 was held at its back plate by under-pressure in a rubber-coated tube connected to a vacuum pump 892 which was attached to the microdrive. We slowly lowered the electrodes about 1 mm every 30 893 seconds until the back plate touched the dura mater. We let the array rest for four minutes before 894 removing first the vacuum and then the tube. 895
After implanting all arrays, we arranged the cables for minimal strain and closed the dura with sutures 896 between the cables. We placed Duraform (DePuy Synthes) on top, returned the leftover bone from 897 the craniotomy and filled the gaps with bone replacement material (BoneSource, Stryker, Kalamazoo, 898
Michigan). We sealed the craniotomy and covered the exposed bone surface over the full area of the 899 later chamber with Super-Bond (Sun Medical Co Ltd, Moriyama, Japan). We secured the array cables 900 at the entry point to the connectors and filled all cavities in the array connector holder with dental 901 cement. We mounted the chamber with bone screws surrounding implants and craniotomy, 902 positioned the adaptor board holder, and filled the inside of the chamber with dental cement ( Figure  903 6C). Finally, we added the flat protective headcap on the chamber. 904 905
Neural recordings 906
Neural recordings were conducted in both monkeys during the walk-and-reach task in the Reach Cage. 907 We recorded wirelessly from all six arrays simultaneously using the two 96-channel Exilis Headstages. 908
To remove interference between the two headstages, we placed a small metal plate between the two 909 headstages which was connected to the ground of one headstage. We used seven antennas in the 910 cage which were all connected to both receivers for the respective headstage. The headstages used 911 carrier frequencies of 3.17 GHz and 3.5 GHz respectively. The signal was digitized on the headstages 912 and sent to two recordings systems, one for each headstage. We used a 128-channel Cerebus system 913 and a 96-channel CerePlex Direct system (both Blackrock Microsystems LLC) for signal processing. 914
MaCaQuE sent the trial number at the beginning of each trial to the parallel port of both systems. We 915 connected an additional shift register M74HC595 (STMicroelectronics) to the GPIO port of MaCaQuE 916 for interfacing the parallel ports. The recording systems recorded the trial number along with a time 917 stamp for offline data synchronization. 918
We calculated data loss rate per trial on the broadband data. The headstage transmits digital data. 919
When it loses connection the recording system repeats the latest value. Since wireless data is 920 transmitted in series, a connection loss affects all channels. We looked in the first 32 channels of the 921 broadband data for at least four consecutive times for which the data did not change. Then we labeled 922 all consecutive time points as 'data lost' for which the data did not change. We did this for both 96-923 channel recording separately. Since we wanted to estimate the reliability of the 192-channel 924 recording, we considered data loss at times were even only headstage showed data loss. Then we 925 calculated the percentage of time points with data loss for each session only considering times within 926 trials for which the monkey performed the task correctly. We also calculated the data loss for each 927 trial separately. Only trials with data loss smaller than 5% were considered for further analysis. 928
We performed the preprocessing of broadband data and the extraction of waveforms as previously 929
described (Dann et al. 2016 ). First, the raw signal was high-pass filtered using a sliding window median 930 with a window length of 91 samples (~3 ms). Then, we applied a 5000 Hz low-pass using a zero-phase 931 second order Butterworth filter. To remove common noise, we transformed the signal in PCA space 932 per array, removed principle components that represented common signals and transformed it back 933 (Musial et al. 2002 ). On the resulting signal, spikes were extracted by threshold crossing using a 934 negative or positive threshold. We sorted the extracted spikes manually using Offline Sorter V3 935 (Plexon Inc., Dallas, Texas). If single-unit isolation was not possible, we assigned the non-differentiable 936 cluster as multi-unit, but otherwise treated the unit the same way in our analysis. The spike density 937 function for the example units were computed by convolving spike trains per trial and per unit with a 938
normalized Gaussian with standard deviation of 50 ms. The spike density function was sampled at 200 939
Hz. This was done for spike density plots of example units (Figure 4) and before factor analysis for 940 estimating latent dimensions ( Figure 5 ). The exemplary broadband data in Figure 4 shows the data 941 before preprocessing. 942
We analyzed the firing rate of all 192-channels in the 12 sessions and of four example units with 943
respect to four different temporal alignments: target cue onset, go cue, start button release and target 944 acquisition. To quantify neural activity during the delay period and the movement, we analyzed time 945 windows of 500 ms either immediately before or after a respective alignment. We analyzed the 946 modulation of firing rate relative to the position of the reach targets and time window for each unit. 947
We calculated an ANOVA with factors distance (near, far), position (outer left, mid left, mid right, outer 948 right) and time (before and after the respective alignments, 8 time windows). We considered a 949 channel/unit task modulated if there was a significant effect on any factor or interaction. We 950 considered it position modulated if there was a significant main effect on position or an effect on 951 position x distance, position x time or position x distance x time. 952
For the population decoding analysis we used a linear support vector machine (SVM) on the firing rate 953 within 300 ms time windows. We decoded left vs right side, i.e., grouped left-outer and left-mid 954 targets as well as right-outer and right-mid targets. Reach and walk-and-reach movements were 955 analyzed separately. Decoding accuracy was estimated by 20-fold cross validation. The 20 folds always 956 referred to the same trials in each window throughout the timeline. For statistical testing we focused 957 on one time window during memory and one during movement period, respectively. Since the 958 shortest trials have a memory period of 400 ms we selected 100 -400 ms after the cue as the window 959 for the memory period. For the movement period, we selected 300 -0 ms before target acquisition. 960
Those windows were tested against a baseline time window 400 -100 ms before the onset of the 961 target cue. We used a paired one-tailed t-test to test if the decoding accuracy is above the baseline 962 accuracy. We used Bonferroni multiple comparison correction with a multiplier of 12 (3 areas x 2 963 movements x 2 time periods). For the control session with the passage for walk-and-reach movements 964 ( Figure 5 -figure supplement 1) , we tested if the decoding accuracy changed depending on whether 965
or not the passage is present. We used an unpaired two-tailed t-test with a Bonferroni multiplier of 6 966 (3 areas x 2 time periods). 967
Raw data and spike data processing was performed with Matlab and visualized using the toolbox 968 gramm (Morel 2018 
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